
 

 

Camp “Artifact of the Month” Person 
 

Here are the 2021-22 Artifacts of the Month to be presented to your 
Camp members at your monthly Camp Meeting. 

There is a comment about the monthly event at the Museum on 
each page.  We would appreciate it if you would let your members 
know about the events when you make your monthly Camp 
presentation. 

 

Your help in encouraging members to invite family and friends as 
well as attend our events is greatly appreciated. 

 

Thank you for your support. 

  



September 2021 Artifact of the Month 

BEADED WALL HANGING 
 

#342 in Room 5 

 
 
 

 

 
This beaded wall hanging in the shape of 
a star has two United States flags with an 
eagle in the center.  It was probably 
made when Utah was given Statehood in 
1896.  This would have been something 
made in celebration of that event.  Often 
these were used as table weights to hold 
the tablecloth in place or as a table 
decoration.  It is heavy and fully beaded.  
 
Women were given the right to vote in 
Utah in 1870.  When that right was 
rescinded in 1887 women banded 
together to fund raise and lobby officials 
to gain that right back with Statehood.  It 
was passed into law in 1896 and women 
gained back their right to vote. 

 
 

 
Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event:  Sept 18, 2021 – Women’s Suffragette Present by Valerie King 
DAR 
 
DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH:  TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ALL TRAINING CLASSES THAT ARE 
OFFERED 
 

TRAINING VIDEOS AVAILABLE ON www.dupstgeorge.org DOCENT INFO PAGE 
 
Take advantage of all training classes that are offered, whether it’s through your Camp, your Company or the 
Museum.  This is a great way to become more comfortable with serving and refresh your memory.   
 
We all like to think we don’t forget important things but as we all have experienced; our memories are not what 
they used to be.  A bit of refresher and a review of the changes in the museum will be a huge benefit to you. 
 
If you’re worried about the cash register, just review the on line training the night before you serve, it’s amazing 
how much better you will feel about making sales transactions and using the cash register.  
 
     

http://www.dupstgeorge.org/


October 2021 Artifact of the Month 

BRASS LINE LEVEL 
#1303 – Room 4 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
This small brass line level was used in the 1890s 
during construction to make sure a structure 
frame was level or digging a trench in the correct 
angle.  It had many different uses.  The level in 
room 4 still has the original bubble.   
 
To determine if something was level a string was 
run from one end of the frame to the other and 
this small line level was hooked on the string by 
a top bracket (which is missing) or two small 
hooks on each end of the level.  If the bubble 
stayed in the exact center the line was level. 

 

 

 

 
Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event: Antique Methods of Wood Working presented by Colin Smith. 
 
DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH:  ~~ Docent Area in Room 6 
 
The Docent Area is in Room 6 and includes the brown cabinet, Cash Register desk and two drawer file cabinet 
labeled “Docent Info”. 
 
The “little brown cabinet” is where you store your purses during your stay and the “Little House” and Plastic 
Donation Boxes are stored at night.  The two-drawer file cabinet with ALL of our forms is next to the Cash 
Register desk.  Files are in order of the frequency we use them.  They are all labeled and easy to locate.  Make 
sure to look through there to see what information is available. 
 
Docent Sign In Book - Rather than sign the Guest Book in the lobby, we now have our own book, located in 
the very first position in the filing cabinet in the Docent Area.  Please be sure to sign in using the Docent Book 
rather than the Guest Book as we need to report numbers of guests visiting the museums for some of our 
grants and it is much easier to keep track if the Docents and Guests are in separate books. 



November 2021 Artifact of the Month 
 

DENTIST DRILL 
 

#0364 in Room 4 

 

  
 

This is a foot powered dental drill manufactured 
by DSP Co. in the late 1800’s.   
 
The first mechanical dental foot engine was built 
by John Greenwood in 1790.  It was inspired by 
a foot-powered spinning wheel.  The clockwork 
dental drill was invented in 1864 by British 
dentist George Fellows Harrington.  It was much 
faster than hand drills, but also produced a great 
deal of noise.   
 
American dentist George F. Green invented the 
pneumatic dental drill in 1868.  It was powered 
with pedal-operated bellows.  Pedal-powered 
burr drill appeared in 1871 and was invented by 
James B. Morrison.  George F. Green also 
invented and patented the first electric dental 
drill in 1875 which revolutionized dentistry.   
 
These were used in WW1 and WW11 in the field 
where there was no power.  Our artifact is not 
complete because it is missing the belt to turn 
the wheel. 

 
 

Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event:  Pioneer Dentistry Present by Dwayne Ence, DDS 
 
DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH:  ~ SALES RECEIPTS! 
 
A sales receipt must be filled out for every transaction in the Gift Shoppe.  Fill in the date, name of Patron (when you can), 
each item sold (use correct name of Books), cost, total amount and sign your name.  Check the box for the correct 
payment method, if a check is given put the check number on the receipt.  Process all transactions through the Cash 
Register.  Put the WHITE copy in the cash drawer with the cash or check, the YELLOW copy goes to the patron and the 
pink copy stays in the book.  When processing a credit card order be sure to put the WHITE copy in the cash drawer. The 
money in the cash drawer must match the receipts. 

The HAP (History, Artifact, Photo) orders are handled in the same manner.  WHITE copy in the cash drawer, YELLOW 
copy to patron and PINK stays in the book.  There is a different receipt book for HAP orders that is on the Reference 
Desk.  It is larger than the Gift Shoppe transaction receipt book.  



December 2021 Artifact of the Month 

CHILD’S ROCKER 
 

#1365 – Room 8 

 

 

 
 
This is a child size wooden rocker with a 
woven rawhide seat. This rocker was made in 
Orderville, Utah when that community was 
living under the United Order. It is unknown 
who might have made it, but Isaac Carling 
1831-1911, who lived in Orderville, was 
known to be very good at the turning lathe.  
He made all various wooden items used in the 
home and at Christmas time he made dolls 
and toys.  So it could have been made by him. 
 
This rocker belonged to Lorna Chamberlain 
Bruhn. Lorna’s father, Eustace Josiah 
Chamberlain was born in Orderville on 6 Dec 
1886.  So it is likely this chair was passed 
down to his daughter after his death.  At the 
time of her death it was given to the museum 
at her request by her son, Michael Bruhn. 
 

 

  

Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event:  Pioneer Toys Presented by Dixie Miller 

DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH:  ~~ FORMS  ~~ 
 
All forms are found in the file cabinet in the Docent Area in room 6 in the bottom drawer labeled FORMS.  
 
The Open and Close Forms are important tools for the staff to be aware of problems in the Museum and a 
wonderful road map for the Docents to properly open and close the Museum without forgetting any important 
step!  These forms are also a great way for Docents to make suggestions or ideas you may have, remember, 
you are the eyes and the ears of the Museum.  



January 2022 Artifact of the Month 

SPINNING WHEEL 
 

#1596 – Room 4   

 

 
 

 

The spinning wheel was a tool for many pioneer 
women, they spun the cotton to weave the cloth 
that made the family’s clothes. 
 
This spinning wheel was hand-carved by Jens 
Mickelsen as a Christmas gift for his wife, Karen 
Rasmussen, in Strynosvendberg, Denmark, 
before 1843.   
 
Jens died and Karen joined the LDS Church and 
came to Zion with three daughters.  One of the 
daughters, Karen was expecting a baby.  When 
the birth was imminent, the wagon master would 
not wait and left them along the trail.  A wagon 
train following had a black midwife in their 
number and she delivered Karen’s baby.   
 
When the family arrived in SLC they settled near 
Liberty Park where they had a farm.  Each 
daughter that has owned the wheel has been 
named Karen, except the one born coming 
across the plains.  Near the spinning wheel 
there is a part of a wooden crate that was part of 
the crate that carried the wheel to Utah.  Quite a 
journey. 
 

 

Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event:  Seed to Shawl Presented by Linda Murie 
 
DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH: ~~ BE A WELCOMING HOSTESS ~~ 
 
Just as you warmly welcome wanted visitors to your home, invite visitors into the museum.  Ask them 
to sign the Guest Book, inquire where they are from and what brought them to the area and the 
Museum.  Remember, the Patron’s memories of the Museum depends in large part on the experience 
they have with you as a Docent.  Let them know how pleased we are that they would take the time 
from their busy schedules to visit our Museum.  Share how much you love the Museum and 
appreciate those who came before us to settle Washington County.  



February 2022 Artifact of the Month 

WEDDING DRESS 
 

#2273 in Room 6 

 

 

This is the Wedding Dress worn by Ada Alger on 
her wedding day when she married James 
Amos Holt on June 27, 1906. 
 
Both James and Ada came from families that 
helped settle or resided in the towns of 
Washington, Virgin, Grafton, St. George, Pinto, 
Mountain Meadows, Holt’s Ranch, Hebron and 
Enterprise.  James Amos attended school in 
Cedar City to become a teacher.  Ada Alger was 
a student in the first class he taught. 
 
James was also a farmer, a cattle man and 
owned a dry-goods store in Enterprise.   
 
Ada was born on January 2, 1888 in Huntington, 
Emery, Utah.  She died at the early age of 31 
from the dreaded flu epidemic, losing an unborn 
child at the same time on 6 March 1919.  

 
 

 

Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event:  Honeymoon Trail Presented by Loren Webb 
 
DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH:  CALL YOUR PARTNER BEFORE DAY OF SERVICE 
 
Call your partner in advance about your time in the museum.  It is helpful to arrive at least 15 minutes 
before your shift begins.  Should you not be able to serve, call your Camp Docent leader to help find 
a replacement.  Should you change times or dates with another camp, notify your Company Docent 
Leader and Tammy Rogers, Docent Director, 435-705-3540. Also, it would benefit you to review 
the Docent Packet prior to serving. It is available online at www.dupstgeorge.org on the Docent 
Information page.  

http://www.dupstgeorge.org/


March 2022 Artifact of the Month 

INDIAN CLAY POT 
#1470 in Room 8  

 

This clay pot is thought to be from the Pueblo ll 
period of 900-1150 AD.  The Anasazi, the ancient 
ones, may have made it.   
 
The Anasazi started making pottery in 600 AD.  Gray 
clay ware like this pot was used for cooking.  White 
and Black pots were used for storage.  The Anasazi 
lived in southern Utah and northern Arizona and 
seemed to have left the area around 1300 AD. 
 
The clay Native Americans used was usually 
collected from hillsides or nearby streams.  The 
process is thought to have been a difficult one, as 
the clay had to be first mined and then purified.  It’s 
been documented that Native Americans put on 
ritual ceremonies when they were extracting the clay.  
As with all ancient methods of pottery, the mud clay 
had to be mixed with another substance to make 
sure there was less shrinkage (that causes cracks).  
Native American potters tended to mix sand, plant 
fibers and other things with the clay. 
 

Most Native American pottery was made by hand (there’s been little documentation of a wheel being used), 
using very traditional techniques.  Coiling was the most popular method and long coils were rolled out into thin 
sausage shapes and then built round and round on top of each other to make the walls of the shaped pot.  
Once all the coils were in place, the pot would have been smoothed carefully by hand.  Wedging (to remove all 
of the air bubbles from the clay) was done by beating the piece of clay against a rock or stone.  Pinch pots 
were also common and done by hand, although coiling tends to be an easier and more stable method for 
creating larger pots and vessels, particularly for deep bowls that were used over an open fire.  When finished, 
pots were left out in the sun to dry and then heated in a fire to make sure all the water was removed and the 
clay had turned to pottery. 

 

Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event:  Native American Writing and Music Presented by Glenn Rogers 

DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH: ~ NO FOOD OR DRINK ALLOWED 

We don’t allow food or drink inside the Museum because of the potential problems.  If things get spilled then they attract 
pests and bugs.  Those are not good things for the collection.  It is ok for Docents to have water in sealed containers.   

If visitors come with babies and have bottles and food, they must leave it in the Lobby.  Backpacks need to be left in the 
Lobby as well.  Backpacks are dangerous to wear in the Museum because they could knock things over or damage 
artifacts. 

The ‘NO PHOTOS’ policy has changed because most people use cell phones and they don’t use a flash.  This means that 
it will not hurt the artifact.  We still encourage visitors to purchase copies of the photos and histories.  



April 2022 Artifact of the Month 

SMALL ORGAN 
#1606 – Room 7 

 
 
 
This organ belonged to William James Frazier 
McAllister, who was sent to St. George by 
Brigham Young to be in charge of music. He had 
perfect pitch and claimed the he could play any 
instrument that he could put his hand on. He 
also participated in many presentations in the 
Salt Lake Theater.  
 
This organ came into his possession in St .
George and he played at many dances and 
other musical events throughout his life in the St. 
George area. He was usually paid in produce for 
his playing. The organ is small enough that it 
could be carried on his back .It was one of 
several instruments, along with his beautiful 
tenor voice, that he used to uplift and encourage 
the Saints in Southern Utah. 

 
 

 
 

Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event: Pioneer Music Presented by Keith Behunin 
 
DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH:   GET TO KNOW THE ARTIFACTS 
 
It’s a good idea to become familiar with as many artifacts in the Museum as you can, so you can share the 
history of them with visitors, but remember, it’s like eating the elephant one bite at a time, you can’t learn it all 
at once.  There are videos on the website that tell a story about some of the artifacts.  Watch them to learn a 
little more. 
 
If you’re new to the Museum, find one artifact in each room that you are especially drawn to, learn the story 
behind it, and you’ll have something to share with the guests on each room as they visit us.   
 
We have many aids to learn about different artifact and histories of our early pioneers, including listening to 
your partner that you serve with, it’s amazing how much you can share with each other!  Take the time to learn 
about the artifacts and it will make your experience at the Museum more rewarding a well as those of the 
Visitors you greet. 
 
 
  



May 2022 Artifact of the Month 

SILVER PIE SERVER 
 

#2654 in Room 5 
 
 

 
This is a silver pie server given to Erastus 
Snow by the Danish Saints in 1855.  It 
was given to him by the people he 
converted in Denmark.   
 
This is a new donation to our collection in 
June 2020 by Ginny Davis, a descendant 
of Erastus Snow.  On the back is an 
inscription; “From Danish Saints to E 
Snow May 1855”.  This is an example of 
items given for remembrance or to honor 
someone. 
 

 

 
 

Reminder: 3rd Weekend Event: Wives of Erastus Snow Presented by Elaine Young 

DOCENT TIP OF THE MONTH:  ~ PROTECTING THE COLLECTION ~~ 
 
It is very important to keep the doors closed as much as possible. The temperature is set for the 
benefit of the collection. Keeping the doors closed prevents bugs, pests and dust from getting in.  
Docents should bring a jacket or sweater.  If an emergency occurs, help guests to the nearest door.  
There are evacuation maps posted in each room. 
 
Speaking of the doors, if you have trouble opening the front door and your key won’t turn, pull the 
door towards you, that should take care of the problem.  When closing, pull the door towards you until 
it clicks, then turn the key to lock it. 
 
If you see leaves on the front stairs or finger prints on the glass, please sweep or clean things up so 
that we look our best! 

Have a wonderful summer! 


